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the Wood Pigeon at Witley
Station, the Winterton Arms at
Chiddingfold and the Wheatsheaf
at Grayswood - where we happened
upon the Godalming and Haslemere
Ramblers’ Association Group
looking remarkably like the SH3
front runners (an illusion
reinforced by the presence of
“Knees Buggered” sans Chastity
Belt). Eventually after retracing
the hash directions (another big
mistake) we arrived at Church Lane
some 22 minutes after the pack
pissed off. Using FRB guile, Olive
and I set off down the hill towards
the distant bugle call - only to be
called back by The Bounder who
directed us up the hill for the
completely unnecessary loop. The
corollary to this excursion was that
the scribe (not wanting to incur the
wrath of Olive by repeating the
Beachy Head incident) a) almost
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stayed on the whole trail, b)
totally failed to catch up with the
pack, and c) sadly missed the
circle.

The well-established tradition of
Surrey RAs, of “Who cares about
the truth when there is a good
story to be told?” is a very
attractive proposition on Sunday
afternoon when there is a dearth
of reliable fact available.
However, being a diligent (or is it
dissolute) type of fellow, I decided
to show some responsibility
towards the truth by doing some
proper research.

Firstly, the only person espied
on the whole run was Atalanta
who, realising she was about to be
outpaced by Olive Oyl, shot off
into the distance muttering about
the lack of marking on the Checks
(an entertaining topic for
discussion with Uncle Gerry

methinks). No material there
then! Thus, all the evidence about
the run had to be discerned in the
pub.

As Olive and I puffed our way up
the On-Inn, we were accosted by
Tequil’over (the only person in
England after yesterday’s debacle
proudly wearing a Clive Woodward
baseball cap) - who accused us of
not even doing the hash. Bloody
cheek! Who does he think we are
– “Social Hashers”? (He must
know me better than that). Who
would miss the revelry of SH3 in
the White Hart with FRB regaling
the locals and Bonn Bungle
throwing red wine over her best
cashmere?

Various hashers were
interrogated on their thoughts
about the run. Arfur Pint
enthusiastically observed that it
was not as good as last week’s
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Date 03-Feb-08

Hare SBJ,  Bob Bungle

Venue Witley

On On  White Hart

Shortly after Hans der Schwanz
dropped the “Queen’s Shilling”
into my pint, Lord Raleigh
confided that a novelist’s average
income is a meagre £4,000pa. JK
Rowling aside, on that basis, SH3
should not expect much from their
pressed scribe for this piece of
fiction based on a stipend of half a
salt and vinegar potato chip
(notice, not “crisp”). Moreover,
more than the wizardry of Harry
Potter’s wand may be required to
conjure up veracity from the
voracity of the knitting circle’s
gossip from a scribe in absentia.
The plot thus far…

Apparently, according to Olive,
the verdigris on the pub sign caused
her to misidentify the White Hart
as the well known “Shepherd and
Neame”. Consequently, on the way
to the hash, the scribe detoured via

although with something of a
new twist. Bonn Bungle is
satisfied (rumour has it) by
merely burying hers in
mysterious depths of her
handbag and accusing Hans der
Schwanz of hiding them from
her. Alternatively, SBJ (being
more competitive) leaves hers in
the house, slams the door and
blames all her ex-boyfriends for
not keeping a spare copy of her
key. However, help is to hand in
the form of the SAS, and one of
their number (hush, don’t
mention her name) announces
that she has just been on a
housebreaking course and can
help (timekeeping and
navigation may be more
appreciated assets by her
colleagues in covert operations).
An hour later and several

(Continued on page 2)

Saturday Hash which she had spent
browsing the shops in Eastbourne
(now that’s intelligent hashing -
OK). What the connection is I am
not sure, but she then entertained
those around her by describing an
invention she had seen on
Dragons’ Den that allows women
to do standing that which is better
done by men when they are not
“standing” (unless, according to
Ben Elton, when standing on their
hands). No matter that some
Harriets have created built-in
obsolescence for this device before
its first Beta release. Strangely, the
pub emptied of locals at this point.

After last weekend, Surrey Hash
is well known for its late night
gymnastics. Even so, today the
game of throwing keys into the
middle of the room appears to
have been more than fully
embraced by our two hares –
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1714 17-Feb Golden Balls Windlesham

1715 24-Feb Boundah/Belcher

1716 02-Mar Dissa Cranleigh

1717 09-Mar Ancient Mariner &
Hare Eater birthday run

Alton/Bentley

1718 16-Mar Tosser (bribed - 1 beer
owing!) - confirmed

Greyswood

Run 1713

Date 10-Feb-08

Hare Bob the Slob

Venue Mickleham

On On The Running Horses

PCode RH5 6DV

SSA/OS SSA (new) pg 115 B7

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

Take A24 north from Dorking and just past the speed camera
turn right into London Road. Park around pub in Old London
Road or Swanworth Lane.

Perth Interhash 2008 T-Shirts
If those going to Interhash would like our SH3 Hash Haberdash
to arrange a special T-shirt, please give her your design ASAP.
Likely cost: £12 per shirt plus £30 divided by the total number of
shirts ordered by the group.  If someone can put the shirt design
into a computer file, we might be able to avoid the £30 set up
charge. Please contact Greenpeace with your ideas soon!

GM Corner..

Vineyard Hash 2008
The 2008 vineyard trails will be laid by Ear Trumpet and Rain-
man in  the Libourne area of Bordeaux. Arrive by train/plane
at Libourne on  Friday 3rd October; hashes on 4th and 5th
October, with wine tasting  and dinners etc; depart 6th Octo-
ber. Mini-buses will meet both  trains and planes. Accommo-
dation probably in a hotel. Costs to be  advised later.

  We are down to 37 red hash mugs. Search your boots and
garages!       —FRB

****************************
(more crap one-liners)

To some - marriage is a word ... to others - a sentence.
 No matter how much you push the envelope, it'll still be sta-
tionery.
Santa's helpers are subordinate clauses.
Seven days without a pun makes one weak.

grenades lighter she reappears back in the pub with a big grin on her
face… and Fran’s house keys. Andy McNab or (more likely) Michael
Caine would have been proud of her – “You were only supposed to blow
the bloody doors off!”

Anyway, by all accounts, it was a great hash (Bonn Bungle told me so).
All I can say is that at least it wasn’t on Horsell Common. Even Uncle
Gerry (that would be Gibber! — ed.) was magnanimous, saying, “It was
old ground well laid”… At least, I think that’s what he said!

       On On ——-Popeye
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